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The dream of forming a commercial audio visual 
installation company began at the beginning of the 
year 2000 when a group of industry veterans met 
amid a 25 year reunion of engineering alumni of one 
of the most prestigious colleges in Taiwan. They were 
all veterans at leading companies, wanting to create 
products they could really be proud of – a complete 
range of automated audio & video products for 
medium to large venues.

Calling themselves ‘The A-Team’ after the classic 
80s television series and recent reboot movie, they 
scoured the world for the best engineers, designers, 
components, and production facility they could find. 
From their careers throughout Europe and America 
they had amassed a wealth of information in regards 
to the latest technologies, consumer designs, and 
customer demands. Hailing from Taiwan, however, they 
also had immediate access to the finest engineers and 
craftsmen the world has to offer.

‘Asystems’ was born out of their labor of love. It grew 
further simply from the necessity for top of the line 
commercial audio visual solutions for chain restaurants, 
stadiums, cinemas, retail outlets, airports, churches, 
digital A/V broadcasting centers, and educational 
institutes. ‘Asystems’ quickly set to work in creating 
a streamlined catalog of products that encompasses 
everything one would need for an amazing commercial 
installation.

The ‘Asystems’ product line provides the entire 
gamut, from audio/video signal input, matrix routing, 
processing, all the way to the content presentation. 
‘Asystems’ is with you all the way. It exemplifies a new 
generation of commercial AV equipment with elegant 
external components powered by robust technology 
and craftsmanship allowing the user to seamlessly 
present their material and have the audience feel their 
performances come to life.

Taking influence from Asia, Europe and North America, 
and utilizing the greatest engineering minds, latest 
technology and most creative designers the world has 
to offer, ‘Asystems’ epitomizes the very essence of 
audio visual technology today. 
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Asystems' new scalable digital matrix systems with networking capabilities provide flexibility and versatility that is severely lacking in 
conventional products. With any number of inputs, you can send signals to any of the provided outputs – without limitations. All models 
provide flexible input and output types, onboard signal processing, and matrix routing, with fine-tuning of settings possible through the 
user control software.

Digital audio networking capabilities provide a means to send multiple channels of audio back and forth throughout the system without 
the fear of signal deterioration or noise. These can be used in conjunction with Asystems' own remote controls for further flexibility 
and control. Asystems digital matrix products offer easy setup and no additional outboard control units are required. All models work in 
unison to create completely integrated system for even the most complicated installation, whether it be a hotel, chain restaurant, railway 
station, airport, shopping mall, department store, or any of the hundreds of other potential venues.

On the next couple of pages you can find a number of the major features for the Asystems Digital Matrix Systems. Please note that not 
every feature can be found on each and every product. Check individual product features for details.

Global Control
Using the Asystems patent-pending network 
control software, it is possible control the unit via 
any remote computer on the internet. So a person 
in San Francisco, for example, could control a unit 
in Paris. This is password protected, naturally, to 
ensure no unauthorized control is possible.

Matrix
Matrix mixing goes far beyond that of traditional mixing. 
Where you’d normally expect input signals to have one or two 
destinations, matrix mixing provides a means to get any of your 
input signals to any of your selected outputs – no limits, no 
complicated setup; just extraordinary flexibility.

User Control Software
Through any modern Windows PC you will be able to control a 
myriad of important internal features, including, but not limited 
to, input/output routing, graphic equalizers, dynamic processors, 
auto mixing and more. When networked to almost all of the 
Asystems' matrix products, the user control software will allow 
for real time operation with little-to-no experience required.

Stand-Alone Control
A VGA and USB connector have been included on a number of 
models (DMP8800 and the entire DMA series) for connection  
directly to a computer monitor and mouse, respectively. By doing 
so you are effectively turning your Asystems Digital Matrix System 
into a completely self-contained control center, where the control 
software is viewed on screen and controlled via the mouse.

Automatic Mixing
With the combination of our Ducker and Automatic Gain 
Control functions, Asystems engineers have created a versatile 
automatic mixing system that helps activate and deactivate 
microphones at the most practical times. Automatic mixing can 
be as simple or complicated as you need to be, with supported 
models featuring both advanced controls or significantly 
simpler, channel-based activation. 

Amplifiers
Asystems provides a number of Matrix and Network Amplifiers 
that provide raw, brute power to speakers. Asystems offers a 
number of options in this regard, with low-impedance, 70V, 
and 100V line systems available on request. Power varies by 
model; check wattage  charts for details.

Automatic Gain Control
Keeping the respective levels of numerous input devices 
requires a great deal of effort in some cases. That’s why 
Asystems has designed an automatic gain control function to 
help combat variations in signal levels and keep your audio 
consistent regardless of the content.

DSP Processing
Working in conjunction with the Asystems user control 
software, the internal signal processing of our digital matrix 
products provides a means to tweak your audio with equalizers 
and dynamic processors with little-to-no effort. Processing is 
dynamically allocated on all models to help bypass limitations 
associated with fixed signal-chains.

Digital Matrix | Networking Systems
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Feedback Silencer
Remove feedback through our multi-filter feedback silencing 
technology. Unwanted feedback can be a stain on any setup, 
but our proprietary feedback silencer technology can actively 
seek and eliminate it as it occurs. 

SD Card Playback
An SD memory card slot is available on many models, allowing 
MP3 and WAV audio files to be played back on cue or at pre-
determined times. These stereo audio signals can be utilized 
just as any regular input mix. Play sign out music at the end of 
the day with ease.

Network Properties
Device information such as the device type, network status, and 
MAC address can all be viewed and edited within the Asystems 
software. Device network configuration can be set to Automatic 
DHCP or Manual Static IP. It also allows the user to bypass 
firewalls and assign specific ports for remote configuration and 
monitoring.

Clock Source & Sampling Rate
A number of different clock sources are available on the 
Asystems digital matrix products, including internal, network, 
word clock and AES/EBU (model dependent). Clock source is 
dependent on the master clock source selected in the control 
software. The internal sampling rate of all models is selectable 
between 44.1 and 48 kHz.

Ducker
When multiple audio sources are used in any setup, the 
Asystems ducking function will allow you to give priority 
to particular signals. This allows for someone to make 
announcements over background music, or for moderators to 
speak over other speakers.

Flexible Input Sources
Users can select such input sources as analog (line inputs), 
analog (mic preamps), AES/EBU input, and network audio. You 
can also set the input source selection to auto detect digital 
audio sources while automatically switching back to analog 
input when no AES/EBU or network audio signals are present.

Security
Security features include a key-lock setting to selectively disable 
user changes to view only, DSP, input, output, preset recall, 
audio parameter access, audio only access, IP only access, and 
full access. Multi-level security with password protection ensures 
your Asystems gear is tamper-proof.

Scheduler
This allows the user to program specific device actions to 
occur based on the time of day or day of the week. Scheduled 
events could include playback of music, announcements (for 
department stores), preset recall, power change, channel mute, 
or source. The date and time can be manually set by the user 
or linked to the host computer while numerous scheduled tasks 
can be set for each model.

Crossover
Create 2-way or 3-way mixes utilizing high-cut and low-cut 
filters. Each individual output mix can be set as a low-frequency, 
high-frequency or mid-frequency mixes, with the crossover 
frequencies and slopes both user-adjustable. 

DMP8800

DMA8825

NT2508

COMPUTER

ROUTER

E-Mail Reporting
Asystems DMA series models offer a one-of-a-kind feature that 
allows users to receive real-time error reporting directly to your 
inbox. Users can select from a number of errors that can trigger 
a report to be sent to up to 3 individual E-Mail addresses. This 
feature is triggered by the device's system monitoring feature. 

Dante Networking
Ea ch  Dan t e - enab l ed  mode l 
provides 2, 4 or 8 bidirectional 
audio channels and full Dante 
n e t w o r k  a u d i o  r e d u n d a n c y 
over  Gigab i t  E thernet .  Dante 
technology d is t r ibutes d ig i ta l 
audio plus integrated contro l 
data with imperceptible latency, sample-accurate playback 
synchronization, extreme reliability and high channel counts, 
allowing signals to be sent over long distances without signal 
loss. Dante-enabled products will automatically configure their 
network interfaces and find each other on the same network, 
helping you to avoid complicated, error-prone network setups. 

Remote Network Operation 
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Asystems digital auto mixer series features a number of proprietary functions, including noise-adaptive threshold, feedback 
silencer, individual phantom power and multi-level security. These units affectively reduce noise caused by having multiple 
open mics at a single time by only opening active mics. A fast-acting noise-adaptive threshold prevents false triggers by 
distinguishing your content (speech or vocals) from background noise (fans, air con, etc.). The DMP Automatic Mixers 
ensure there's no need to buy addition specialized gear.  

The DMP81 is an 8 input/1 output automatic microphone mixer designed for users requiring a simple and quick “plug-n’-play” 
solution of sound reinforcement, audio recording, and broadcast applications. 
 
DMP801 (8 inputs/1 output), DMP808 (12 inputs/8 outputs) and DMP1616 (16 inputs/16 outputs) are advanced 
versions in this series. In addition to the external power supply (e.g. USP) connector and more manifold input/output 
interfaces, all models can be controlled remotely via internet/intranet from a Windows-based computer with the Asystems 
control software installed. Moreover, the DMP808 and DMP1616 can be expanded with Asystems’ optional Dante 
networking card and remote controls to satisfy more flexible and versatile applications.

DMP Series
Digital Matrix Processors and Automixers

 � 8 balanced mic/line input channels through 3-pin 
Euroblock connectors
 � 8 x 1/4” unbalanced Insert jacks
 � 1 balanced mono master output (Euroblock connector)
 � Independent +48V phantom power on each input 
channel
 � Master output 3-mode peak limiter (+16 dbm / +8 dbm 
/ +4 dbm)
 � Last input source lock-on
 � Adaptable, quick-acting technology automatically makes 
active microphones a priority 
 � Individual gain control knob per channel
 � On-board HPF (high pass filter) and LPF (low pass filter)
 � 1/4” Headphone output with level control
 � 1/4” AUX input with level control
 � Seamless automatic mixing through dynamic channel 
gating and attenuation
 � Fully functional compressors per input channel
 � Accurate feedback silencing technology

DMP81 
Digital Automatic Mixer 

Inputs Outputs
Onboard
Control

Auto-
Mixer

Matrix
Routing

Equalizer
Dynamic

Processors
Event 

Scheduling
SD Card
Playback

DMP81 8 1 No Yes No No No No No No

DMP801 8 1 No Yes No No Yes Yes No No

DMP808 12 8 No Yes Yes Optional Yes Yes Yes No

DMP8800
8 + 

digital
8 Yes Yes Yes Optional Yes Yes Yes Yes

DMP1616 16 16 No Yes Yes Optional Yes Yes Yes No
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Microphones

Notebook DMP801

CD Player
Wireless

Microphones

Notebook

Active Speaker

Active Speaker

Euro Euro

XLR

RJ45 RJ45

XLR

Euro Euro

RCA

RCA

SD6A

SD6A

 

CD PlayerMicrophones

Wireless Microphones

Computer Control

RCAXLR

RCA

XLR

RJ45

RJ45

RJ45

RJ45

Euro

Euro
DMA8825_100V

DMP808

 Asystems RM-4 & RM-6E
Wall Mount Remote Controls

In-Ceiling Speakers

Euro

Euro Euro

Euro

CS-5T

DMP801
Digital Automatic Mixer System Example: Classroom 

System Example: Meeting Room

 � 8 microphone preamplifiers through Euroblock connectors
 � 8 independent insert jacks for each input channel through 
¼” TRS connectors
 � Single balanced Euroblock output connector
 � Sampling rate set at 48kHz
 � 24-bit A/D D/A conversion
 � +48V phantom power
 � 24V DC connector for backup power
 � Password protected user accounts
 � Remote user control through Asystems Windows software
 � DSP Processing:

          • Automatic Mixing
          • Compressor/Limiters
          • Feedback Silencers
          • 4-band PEQs
          • Graphic Equalizers
          • Automatic Level Control
          • Program Intuitive Ducker

 � Signal generator (pink noise, sine wave, sweep waves)

DMP808 / DMP808D
Digital Matrix Processor

 � 12 input channels in total
 � Eight balanced mic/line inputs
 � Eight balanced outputs (matrix routed)
 � Two additional stereo RCA input connectors
 � Individual channel gain controls
 � +48V phantom power
 � Signal / Clip LED on every channel
 � Remote user control through PC
 � 24V DC input for auxiliary power
 � Password protected user accounts
 � Scene recall feature for recalling all system settings 
 � DSP Processing:

          • Automatic Mixing
          • Compressor/Limiter
          • Feedback Silencer
          • 4-band PEQs & 31-band GEQs
          • 2- and 3-way Crossovers
          • Automatic Level Control
          • Program Intuitive Ducker

 � Compatible with Asystems RM remote controls
 � Single rack unit high
 � Signal generator (white noise, pink noise, sine wave)
 � DMP808D features 8x8 Dante Expansion option
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Asystems introduces the DMP8800 (8x8), a unique digital matrix processor that boasts ‘simple integration’ to your existing 
system. The DMP8800 is built from the ground up on a powerful, open platform. This digital matrix processor transcends 
all limitations in scope, performance, and usability that tend to mar other network audio control systems.

Essentially, the DMP8800 software provides a means to achieve your project’s goals, regardless of the requirements. 
Rock-solid performance is backed by brilliant processing that is sure to enhance any audio you may throw at it. All of this 
combines to make the DMP8800 an ideal solution for boardrooms, conferences, convention centers, houses of worship, 
legislative installations, performing arts, stadiums and arenas, theme parks and transportation facilities.

DMP8800
Digital Matrix Processor

 � 8 onboard inputs through balanced 
Euroblock and RCA connectors
 � 8 balanced outputs through 3-pin 
euroblock connectors
 � 8x8 digital matrix processor
 � Stand-alone control possible with 
monitor and mouse (VGA + USB ports)
 � 44.1 kHz or 48kHz sample rate
 � SD card slot for audio playback
 � Remote user control through PC

 � DSP Processing:
          • Automatic Mixing
          • Compressor/Limiter
          • Feedback Silencer
          • 4-band EQs
          • 2- and 3-way Crossover 
          • Automatic level Control
          • Program Intuitive Ducker

 � Scene recall feature for recalling 
all system settings

 � Event scheduling
 � Dynamic level ducking
 � Real-time performance monitoring
 � AES/EBU input and output
 � BNC Word Clock input and output
 � Signal generator (white noise, pink 
noise, sine wave, etc)
 � DMP8800D features the 8x8 Dante 
Expansion option

DMP1616
16x16 Digital Matrix Processor

 � 16 input channels via 3-pin Euroblock connections
 � 16 output channels via 3-pin Euroblock connections
 � Ethernet connectivity for network control application
 � Automatic DHCP network IP configuration
 � Easy and intuitive control software from Asystems
 � User-accounts with multi-layer security
 � 4-band parametric EQs and 31-band graphic equalizers
 � Autoleveler (Loudness Control)
 � Compressors and noise gates
 � Level ducking with trigger control
 � All signal processors flexible and user-controllable
 � 40-bit floating point processor
 � Internal sampling selectable between 44.1 and 48 kHz
 � Optional Dante audio networking card

Unit ID Euroblock Inputs

Euroblock OutputsEthernet Connector

Dante Networking
Option

Flexible Euroblock 
Connectors

RS-232 Connector

AES/EBU In and Out VGA Connector Word Clock PC Network Control

Dante Networking 
Expansion
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System Example: Hotel Lobby

System Example: Conference Room

MP3 Player
CD Player

NT2508_100V

DMP8800

SPH8T

CS-6T

Monitor   
Mouse

Asystems Remotes
(RM Series)

Wireless Microphones

Notebook

Euro

RCAXLR

Euro

Mini
Phone

RCA

VGA VGA

USBUSB

RJ45

RJ45

Euro

Euro

RJ45

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro
Euro

Euro

Euro
Euro Euro RJ45

Sphere Speakers

In-Ceiling Speakers

 (European Version Available) 

MP3 Player

SR703

CD Player

NT2508_100V

DMP1616

RM-4 Preset
Remotes Additional Amplifiers

(Up to 8 stereo amplifiers total)

Wireless Microphones

Notebook

Euro Euro Euro

RCAXLR Mini-Stereo

RJ45

RJ45
Euro

XLR

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

CA-6T
Surface Mount Speakers

CS-6T
In-Ceiling Speakers

CS-42
Column Speakers
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Asystems' DMA series digital matrix amplifiers seamlessly merge powerful, open-architecture DSP functions with brawny, 
unadulterated power outputs. These combine to create a simple, two-rack unit system to lower overall system installation 
costs, conserve space, improve energy efficiency and significantly simplifies installation operation. DMA series amplifiers 
deliver elegant installations that minimize cabling, rack space, and installation time. 
 
Standard units are analog line input/output format of DMA8825 (8x8), DMA8425 (8x4), DMA8813 (8x8) and 
DMA8413 (8x4). Four and eight amplifier channel versions are available at both 130 and 250 Watts per channel. All 
programming and routing is accomplished using standard 10/100 Ethernet and Asystems' flexible Windows software. With 
high-output power, versatile loading options, high-thermal capacity and unmatched reliability, the DMA series is the perfect 
solution to any permanently installed sound system.

DMA8825 / DMA8825
8x8 2000 Watt Digital Matrix Amplif ier

 � 8-channel amplifier – 130 watts per channel
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models available 
(70V or 100V)

DMA8813 / DMA8813D
8x8 1040 Watt Digital Matrix Amplif ier

 � 8-channel amplifier – 250 watts per channel
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models available 
(70V or 100V)

 � 8-in x 8-out sophisticated matrix mixing 
makes routing easy
 � 8 built-in mic preamplifiers
 � Dual RCA and balanced euroblock inputs
 � Stereo RCA inputs summed to mono
 � Eight 2-pin euroblock speaker outputs
 � Stand-alone control possible with monitor 
and mouse with VGA and USB connectors
 � Remote user control through PC software
 � SD card slot for audio playback
 � 44.1 kHz or 48kHz sample rate
 � 24-bit A/D D/A conversion

 � DSP Processing:
          • Automatic Mixing
          • Compressor/Limiter
          • Feedback Silencer
          • 4-band EQs
          • Crossover 
          • Automatic level Control
          • Program Intuitive Ducker

 � +48V phantom power
 � AES / EBU input and output
 � Word Clock input and output
 � Event scheduling

 � External control via Asystems RM 
series wall remotes
 � Scene recall feature for recalling all 
system settings
 � Password protected user accounts
 � Signal generator (white noise, pink 
noise, sine wave, etc)
 � Real-time error notifications via 
email reporting function
 � DMA8813D and DMA8825D 
feature 8x8 Dante Expansion option

DMA Series
Digital Matrix Amplif iers

Low-Z and constant voltage models sold separately. 

Power Output Per Channel

8Ω / 4Ω 70V/100V

DMA8413 (8x4) 80W / 130W 130W Optional

DMA8425 (8x4) 150W / 250W 250W Optional

DMA8813 (8x8) 80W / 130W 130W Optional

DMA8825 (8x8) 150W / 250W 250W Optional
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System Example: Department Store

System Example: Public Parking Lot

CD PlayerMicrophones

Wireless Microphones

 
DMA8813_100V

Digital Matrix Amplifier 
Monitor

  

Mouse

Notebook Control

Mixer

1/4” Phone Jack

Euro

RJ45

RJ45

RJ45

VGA VGA

RCAXLR

Euro RCA Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro Euro
RJ45

XLR

USBUSB

 Asystems Wall Mount
Remote Control

(RM Series) 

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

In-Ceiling Speakers

 (European Version Available) 

CS-5T

PS-30
Powerful Sound Projector

CD PlayerMicrophones

Wireless Microphones

 
DMA8825_100V

Digital Matrix Amplifiers

HS-50

HS-30

 
Monitor

  

Mouse

Notebook Remotes

Mixer

1/4 Phone Jack

Euro

RJ45

VGAVGA

RCA
XLR

Euro RCA Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro Euro
RJ45

XLR

Euro Euro

RJ45

RJ45

USBUSB

 Asystems Wall Mount
Remote Control

(RM Series) 

 (European Version
Available) 

Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro

Horn Speakers

Horn Speakers
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DMA8425 / DMA8425D
8x4 1000 Watt Digital Matrix Amplif ier

DMA8413 / DMA8413D
8x4 520 Watt Digital Matrix Amplif ier

 � 4-channel amplifier – 250 watts per channel 
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models 
available (70V or 100V)

 � 4-channel amplifier – 130 watts per channel
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models available 
(70V or 100V)

The RM series of controllers provide flexible external 
control of several vital functions such as levels, channel 
assignment, and preset recall. Three different models are 
available that provide vastly different functions, including 
remote level control (RM-2VR & RM-2U) and preset recall 
(RM-4 & RM-4U), while the RM-6E and RM-6EU are 
digital, programmable controls that allow users to adjust 
input and output volume, mute channels, select zones and 
more. Asystems also offers the RM-2 control specifically 
for the DM434 zone mixer. Built into stylish and low-
profile light-switch designs the RM series can sit discretely 
in any room while still offering extraordinary potential for 
control.

 � 8-in x 4-out sophisticated matrix mixing 
 � 8 built-in mic preamplifiers
 � Dual RCA and balanced euroblock inputs
 � Stereo inputs summed to mono
 � Four 2-pin euroblock speaker outputs
 � Stand-alone control with monitor and mouse 
with VGA and USB connectors
 � Remote user control through PC
 � 44.1 kHz or 48kHz sample rate
 � 24-bit A/D D/A conversion
 � +48V phantom power
 � Event scheduling

 � DSP Processing:
          • Automatic Mixing
          • Compressor/Limiter
          • Feedback Silencer
          • 31-band GEQs
          • 4-band PEQs
          • Crossover 
          • Automatic level Control
          • Program Intuitive Ducker

 � SD card slot
 � AES / EBU input and output
 � Word Clock input and output

 � External control via Asystems wall 
remotes
 � Password protected user accounts
 � Scene recall feature for recalling all 
system settings
 � Signal generator (white noise, pink 
noise, sine wave)
 � Real-time error notifications via 
email reporting function
 � DMA8413D and DMA8425D 
feature 4x4 Dante Expansion option

RM-2VR RM-4 RM-6E

Remote Control Panels

C
om

pa
tib

ilit
y

DMP8800 DMP808 DMP801 DMP81 DMA Series NT Series

RM-2VR / RM-2U

RM-4 / RM-4U

RM-6E / RM-4EU

RM-2U RM-4U RM-6EU
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System Example: Shopping Center 

System Example: Large House of Worship
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The NT series is a range of network-enabled amplifiers designed for installations requiring premium sound quality and high 
output power. Standard units are analog line input/output format of NT2508 (8x8), NT1308 (8x8), NT2504 (4x4), and 
NT1304 (4x4). The NT series network amplifiers offer next-generation D-class amplifiers. Two, four and eight amplifier 
channel versions are available at 130 or 250 Watts per channel. NT amplifiers offer a highly efficient power supply that 
draws less power and produces less heat for saving on energy and air conditioning. Ethernet connectivity ensures complete 
control of the NT systems' functions regardless of your location while optional Dante connectivity ensures all signals can be 
routed to remote units with ease.

 � Sophisticated matrix mixing (8x8)
 � 8 balanced 3-pin euroblock line inputs
 � 8 2-pin euroblock speaker outputs 
 � Extensive signal processing
 � Remote user control through PC
 � Internal 48 kHz sample rate
 � 24-bit A/D D/A conversion
 � DSP Processing:

          • Limiters
          • 10-band EQs
          • Automatic Mixing
          • 2- and 3-way Crossovers
          • Output Delay

 � Password protected user accounts
 � NT1308D and NT2508D feature the 8x8 Dante 
Networking Expansion

NT2508 / NT2508D
8x8 2000 Watt Network DSP Power Amplif ier

 � 8-channel amplifier – 250 watts per channel
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models available (70V or 100V)

 � 8-channel amplifier – 130 watts per channel
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models available (70V or 100V)

NT1308 / NT1308D
8x8 1040 Watt Network DSP Power Amplif ier

Low-Z and constant voltage models sold separately. 

NT Series
Network-enabled Power Amplif iers

Power Output Per Channel Auto-Mixing

8Ω / 4Ω 70V/100V

NT 1304 (4x4) 80W / 130W 130W Yes Optional

NT 1308 (8x8) 80W / 130W 130W Yes Optional

NT 2504 (4x4) 150W / 250W 250W Yes Optional

NT 2508 (8x8) 150W / 250W 250W Yes Optional
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 � Sophisticated matrix mixing (4x4)
 � 4 balanced 3-pin euroblock line inputs
 � 4 2-pin euroblock speaker outputs 
 � Extensive signal processing
 � Remote user control through PC
 � Internal 48 kHz sample rate
 � 24-bit A/D D/A conversion
 � DSP Processing:

          • Automatic Mixing          
          • Limiters
          • 10-band EQs
          • 2- and 3-way Crossovers
          • Output Delay

 � Password protected user accounts
 � NT1304D and NT2504D feature the 4x4 Dante 
Networking Expansion

NT1304 / NT1304D
4x4 520 Network DSP Power Amplif ier

NT2504 / NT2504D
4x4 1000 Watt Network DSP Power Amplif ier

 � 4-channel amplifier – 250 watts per channel 
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models available (70V or 100V)

 � 4-channel amplifier – 130 watts per channel 
 � 4 ohm and constant voltage models available (70V or 100V)

Asystems offers four audio networking options for Network-
enabled devices including the DMP, DMA and NT series. These 
Asystems products, combined with any of these Networking 
solutions, provides flexible, large-scale operation in all modern 
commercial installations. Dante Networking cards are available 
as standard on "D" models of the DMP, DMA and NT series. 

DT88
8 x 8 Dante Networking Option

DT44
4 x 4 Dante Networking Option

Dante Networking

C
om

pa
tib

ilit
y DMP8800 DMP808 DMP801 DMP81 DMA Series NT Series*

DT44

DT88

*excludes 2 channel models
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Setup 1: Daisy-Chaining

Setup 2: Router

The Dante expansion option allows flexible audio networking on Asystems various multi-channel matrix products. Any of 
the Asystems’ Dante-enabled products can be connected via network to allow up to 16 independent tracks of audio to be 
sent to and from the device. 

Audio networking is matrix controlled through Windows- and OSX-based controller software, available for free through the 
Audinate website. Each individual Dante-enabled unit is automatically identified by the software and can have any of the 
available Network mixes assigned to the available Network Inputs. 

In addition to routing of network mixes, the Asystems matrix devices support the Dante Virtual Soundcard. This software 
(available for purchase from Audinate) provides a means to incorporate digital audio directly from the computer.  It further 
allows multi-track recording to be performed directly on the computer. 

DMP808

DMA8813

NT2508

DMP808

DMA8813

NT2504

Router

Dante networking is an optional 
expansion for the DMP808, 
DMP8800, DMP1616, DMA8825, 
DMA8813, DMA8425, DMA8413, 
NT2508, NT1308, NT2504, 
NT1304 and NT4004.

Dante Networking
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The feature-packed SR series of power amplifiers are versatile, rugged, and time-tested. Operation is selectable between 
low impedance, 70V and 100V, dependent on wiring. Input to the amplifiers is achieved via XLR and barrier strip inputs. 
Looking to expand your system? An XLR thru output is also available on each channel for line-level signals to additional 
amplifiers. You can also output to passive speakers through barrier strip connections – ideal for permanent installations.

SR703
300 Watt Power Amplif ier

SR707
700 Watt Power Amplif ier

 � Output power per channel: 150W @ 70V or 100V
 � Low impedance output (2 ohms): 300W per channel

 � Output power per channel: 350W @ 70V or 100V
 � Low impedance output (2 ohms): 550W per channel

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Average Output Per Channel

2Ω 4Ω 8Ω 25V 70V/100V

SR703 300W 200W 120W 120W 150W

SR707 550W 400W 240W 280W 350W

MP3 Player

SR707
700 Watt Power Amplifier

CA-6T

CD Player

DMP8800
Matrix Processor

CA-6T

Wireless Microphones

Euroblock

RCA
XLR

RCA

Mini-Stereo

RCA
Euroblock

XLR

Distributed Line

Speaker Cables

Audio Cables

Distributed Line

Surface Mount Speakers

System Example: Lobby 
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Asystems offers up the SR16100, a professional standard multi-channel amplifier with 16 independent output channels 
each of which offers an amazing 100 Watts of power into loads as low as 4Ω. Each channel pair features a stereo/bridge 
switch, allowing them to operate as bridge mono outputs to provide a phenomenal 160 Watts into 8Ω, allowing for up to 
8 separate 160 Watt channels. Versatile inputs, a whole host of output options, and fantastic protection circuits means the 
SR16100 is the perfect amplifier for integration into your next commercial audio project.

MULTI-CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

SR16100
1600 Watt, 16 Channel Digital Power Amplif ier

 � 100 Watts of output per channel into 4Ω
 � 16 separate amplifier channels
 � Inputs and outputs separated into 8 stereo zones
 � Bridge mono mode pairs channels for up to 160 Watts per 
channel

 � 16 mono or 8 stereo Euroblock line input channels 

 � Front panel LED status indicators and rotary controls
 � Numerous speaker and amp protection circuits
 � Professional class D amplifier topology
 � Rack mountable design (with removable ears)
 � 3 standard rack units high

Average Output Per Channel Bridge Mono Connector Types

4Ω 8Ω 8Ω Inputs Speaker Outputs

SR16100 100W 80W 160W Euroblock Euroblock
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The Asystems Multi-source device offers up to two independent stereo audio sources with a host of available options 
such as CD player, USB digital audio playback, AM/FM tuner and BT connectivity. These offer a flexible yet ultimately 
robust media player for retail outlets, department stores, hotel lobbies, train and bus stations and for educational institutes 
- basically anywhere a commercial PA system may be required. Use the USB ports to playback MP3 and WMA files from 
appropriately formatted USB flash drives. The CD drive will play standard compact discs (CD or CD-R/RW). The two 
independent audio sources each offers two output methods: unbalanced stereo RCA and balanced stereo XLR outputs. 
Send separate audio signals to up to four independent zones in any venue. A host of on board controls are available, while 
RS-232 connectivity is included for integrated control systems.

AUDIO SOURCE DEVICE

MSP1000
2 Channel Audio Source Playback Device with Remote Control

 � 2 independent audio sources, each with stereo output
 � Stereo RCA and balanced XLR outputs on each source
 � Compact disc and USB players available on first source
 � Second source offers USB player and radio tuner
 � AM/FM tuner antenna connectors available
 � Bluetooth connectivity also available with antenna
 � Two front panel LCD panels for monitoring playback

 � Flexible repeat modes available for CD and USB sources
 � Source 1 offers playback programming, pitch control 
and user-defined loop functions

 � RS232 connectivity for remote operation
 � Compact design takes up a single rack unit
 � Infrared remote included
 � Perfect for background music setups

CD Player USB Playback Bluetooth AM/FM Tuner Outputs Remote Control

MSP1000 Yes Yes Yes Yes 2 x Stereo RCA/XLR IR & RS232

DMP1616

SR16100

Wireless
Microphones

Euro

XLR XLR

Euro

Euro

Euro

Line Out

Up to 16 independent power channels
Euro

Euro

Euro

Euro
Multi-Channel Amplifier

MSP1000
Audio Source Device

CA-6T
Surface Mount Speakers

System Example: Public Areas 
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The Asystems GA series of mixer/amplifiers are perfect most installed sound applications, including paging, music 
distribution, and on-hold messaging. The series is comprised of five models, GA335 (35W), GA460 (60W), GA5100 
(100W), GA6120 (120W) and GA6240 (240W), all built into compact, space saving chassis designs. Input is achieved 
through 3-pin euro-block connectors, unbalanced RCA inputs, XLR and 1/4" phone jacks for microphones, telephone 
paging inputs, program, and music sources. Ideal for installed sound in schools, office suites, factories, train stations, gas 
stations, houses of worship, convenience stores and retail outlets.

GA335  
3-Channel Commercial 35 Watt Mixer/Amplif ier

GA460 
4-Channel Commercial 60 Watt Mixer/Amplif ier

MIXER / AMPLIFIERS

Specification Description

35 Watt Amplifier Screw terminal outputs can 
be wired for 8Ω or 70V/100V 
distributed line connections

3 Input Channels Euroblock mic/line and two 
summed stereo RCA inputs

MOH Output Independent telephone (Music-on-
hold) euroblock connectors

Preamp Output 3-pin euroblock connector for 
balanced line-level output to 
external devices

Tone Control Treble and bass controls located below 
the Master control on front panel

Specification Description

60 Watt Amplifier Screw terminal outputs can 
be wired for 8Ω or 70V/100V 
distributed line connections

4 Input Channels Euroblock mic/line and three 
summed stereo RCA inputs

MOH Output Independent telephone (Music-on-
hold) euroblock connectors

Preamp Output 3-pin euroblock connector for 
balanced line-level output to 
external devices

Tone Control Treble and bass controls located below 
the Master control on front panel

70V/100V Input Channels Amp Channels Battery Connector

GA335 35W 3 1 -

GA460 60W 4 1 -

GA5100 100W 5 3 Yes

GA6120 120W 6 1 Yes

GA6240 240W 6 1 Yes

Not available in North America

Not available in North America
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GA5100
3-Zone 100 Watt Mixer/Amplifier with 
Battery Connection

Specification Description

100 Watt Amplifier Screw terminal outputs can be wired 
for 4Ω or 100V distributed line 
connections in two zones

5 Input Channels Three combo (XLR / ¼") jacks, two 
summed stereo RCA channels, ¼" 
phone jack and mini-stereo

Link In & Out Line-level ¼" phone jack connectors 
for linking devices with combined/
external signal selection

Tape In & Out Front-panel stereo RCA connectors for 
connecting to external playback and 
recording devices

USB Playback USB player supports playback of digital 
audio files in MP3 and WMA formats

Tones Alert chimes and announcement 
tones available 

DC Power +24V DC battery connectivity for 
power in the case of power-outages

Specification Description

Amplifier Power
120 Watt (GA6120)

240 Watt (GA6240)

Screw terminal outputs can be wired 
for 4Ω or 25V/70V/100V distributed 
line connections

6 Input Channels Four euroblock input connectors and 
two summed stereo RCA channels

Remote Euroblock connectors for both muting 
and VCA operation

Phantom Power Individual phantom power for 
channels 1 through 4 activated 
through DIP switches

Zone 2/MOH Euroblock connectors with selectable 
input assignment

Tone Control Treble and bass controls located below 
the Master control on front panel

GA6120  
6-Channel Commercial 120 Watt Mixer/Amplif ier

 � Single 120 Watt amplifier output channel

Input Sources
Microphone

MP3 Player

100V

100V

Setup 2: Constant VoltageSetup 1: Low Impedance

GA6240  
6-Channel Commercial 240 Watt Mixer/Amplif ier

 � Single 240 Watt amplifier output channel

Input SourcesMicrophone8 ohms

8 ohms

Not available in North America

Not available in North America
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DM481
8 Channel Rack Mountable Mixer

Where space is tight, this easily manageable rack-mountable 8-channel mixer with ultra low-noise mic preamp gives you 
flexible mixing and high/low audio control. The DM481 features independent phantom power for each channel, high and 
low frequency tone adjustment, a peak indicator to help avoid distorted audio, and a mute switch for immediate muting 
and unmuting of incoming signals. Output is sent through both a 3-pin phoenix connector and pre-fader RCA output. An 
additional auxiliary input via RCA jack is also available to further expand the DM481’s operation.

Specification Description

8 Input Channels 8 microphone and line-level input channels through 3-pin euroblock connectors and ¼" phone jacks

Tone Control Each channel offers a variable tone control for adjusting highs and lows

AUX In & Out Auxiliary RCA input and pre-fader output for further expanding your system

Mute Switches Individual mute switches and phantom power on each input channel

Indicators Peak LED on each individual input channel to better monitor incoming signals

MP3 Player Keyboard GuitarWireless Microphones

Powered Speakers

or

DM481
Rack Mountable Mixer

Mixer

Euro

1/4 Phone Jack

Euro

XLR

Euro Euro Euro

Mini Phone 1/4 Phone Jack

System Example: Classroom 

RACK-MOUNTABLE MIXERS
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DM434
4 Zone Mixer

PM-04
Multiple Zone Paging Microphone

RM-2
2 Zone Wall Remote

RM-2

RM-2/1
2 Zone Wall Remote (EU)

RM-2/1

These zone mixers give you three stereo 
line inputs, one paging microphone input 
with EQ and ducking depth control, and one 
emergency input in a space-saving single rack 
unit. An emergency interface connector allows 
for override control and insert of emergency 
message paging. We’ve also added options 
for remote volume control of each zone and 
talkback microphones.

The Asystems PM-04 paging microphone works in 
conjunction with the DM434 zone mixers to allow 
for paging to individual, multiple, or all zones. With 4 
independent zone buttons, the microphone's signal can 
be manually assigned to any individual zone or group of 
zones as needed. 

Asystems’ RM-2 and RM-2/1 provide remote level control 
for up to 2 channels on the DM434 zone mixer. The light-
switch design provides easy, discrete installation within 
most venues. The RM-2 and RM-2/1 connect to the 
Asystems DM434 via standard Euroblock connectors.

Specification Description

4 Zones Three stereo and one mono zone 
outputs complete with independent 
source select switches and level 
controls

Tone Control Mid and low EQ controls on 
microphone input

3 Source Inputs  Three stereo RCA line inputs with 
individual rear-panel gain controls

Emergency Input 3-pin euroblock emergency input for 
emergency message broadcasting

Paging Mic Optional PM-04 paging microphone 
can be used

Utility Output Utility output through 3-pin 
euroblock connector provides audio 
to general utility areas (foyers, 
restrooms, etc.)

Remote Optional RM-2 remote level controls 
can be wired to the 4 zones

MP3 Player Microphones

DM434 

CD Player

NT2508_100V

CS-5T

RM-2 REMOTE

NT2508_100V

Mini Phone

RCA

RCA

RCA

XLR

XLR

Euro Euro EuroEuro

EuroEuro

Euro x 8 Euro x 8

Euro Euro

NT2508 NT2508_100V

In-Ceiling Speakers
CS-8T
In-Ceiling Speakers

CS-8SUB
In-Ceiling Subwoofers

CS-82
Column Speakers

RJ11Euro

Euro Euro

Setup allows for up to 8 distributed lines for every NT2508_100V amplifier

(8 x low impedance channels)

 � 4 independent zone assign buttons
 � Multi-zone selection possible
 � Powered by two AA batteries
 � On/Off switch for completely defeating mic
 � Perfect for announcements and paging
 � Flexible gooseneck for versatile positioning
 � Compatible with Asystems DM434 zone mixer

 � Compatible with DM-434 Zone Mixers
 � Adjust the level of up to two channels on a 
single remote

 � Standard Euroblock connectors
 � Available in 2 distinct ‘Light-switch’ style designs 

for discrete installation 

System Example: Shopping Center
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The Asystems CS series are high-fidelity in-ceiling speakers that offer versatile operation in commercial and private 
application. With driver sizes ranging from 5½" to 8" - with coaxially mounted tweeters in most cases - and incredibly 
diverse power handling and sound pressure levels, the CS series consists of four premium, lightweight speakers that can 
be easily installed in even the most demanding of venues. With 25 to 80 Watt power handling, these discrete speakers 
are ideal for moderate to high ceiling installations such as those found in schools, gymnasiums, meeting rooms, shopping 
centers and retail outlets. The versatile operating modes (8 ohms, 70V and 100V) make them ideal for almost any 
installation. The CS-8SUB matches perfectly with any of the coaxial models, adding a little extra bass to your music. Ideal 
for background audio systems and talk-over systems, the CS series can be integrated into most any ceiling material.

 � Versatile operating modes including distributed line and 
low-impedance

 � Tweeters coaxially mounted on woofers (excluding 
subwoofer model)

 � Sturdy iron back-can and grille

CS-5T
5½” Coaxial Ceiling Speaker

CS-6T
6½” Coaxial Ceiling Speaker

CS-8T
8” Coaxial Ceiling Speaker

CS-8SUB
8” Dual Coil Ceiling Subwoofer

IN-CEILING SPEAKERS

Woofer Tweeter Power Taps (100V) Rated Power RMS Max. SPL Dispersion

CS-5T 5½” 1½" 100V: 25W, 20W, 10W, 5W 25W 100 dB 180°

CS-6T 6½” 1½" 100V: 30W, 20W, 10W, 5W 30W 104 dB 180°

CS-8T 8” 1½" 100V: 40W, 20W, 10W, 5W 40W 107 dB 180°

CS-8SUB 8” - - 2 x 40W 107 dB -

 � Discrete, low-profile design
 � Wide frequency responses
 � Built-in transformer (excluding subwoofer model)
 � Ideal for commercial installations
 � Off-white finish
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CS-82
8 x 2½" Column Speaker for Speech

CS-83
8 x 3" Column Speaker for Speech

Asystems' all new CS series of column speakers offer natural speech reproduction while still handling music sources with 
care and precision. CS speakers dramatically improve audio intelligibility over longer distances offering extended frequency 
response specially tailored for speech and music. Their low-profile, unobtrusive design and aluminum construction makes 
them ideal for almost any installation, while their phenomenal acoustic abilities make them perfect for larger, highly 
reverent spaces like houses of worship, bus and train stations, convention halls, and conference rooms. The CS column 
speakers' high power handling and sensitivity allow for extended coverage that will achieve high sound pressures. The 
integrated transformer allows the speakers to be easily utilized in 100V commercial installations making the CS speakers 
among the most versatile on the market.

CS-42
4 x 2½" Column Speaker for Speech

CS-43
4 x 3" Column Speaker for Speech

COLUMN SPEAKERS

Woofer Tweeter 100V (set by wiring) Input Type Max. SPL IP Rating Material

CS-42 4 x 2½” - 20W, 10W 3-pin Euroblock 91 dB 44 Aluminum

CS-43 4 x 3” 1 x ¾" 30W, 15W 3-pin Euroblock 90 dB 44 Aluminum

CS-82 8 x 2½” - 40W, 20W 3-pin Euroblock 93 dB 44 Aluminum

CS-83 8 x 3” 2 x ¾" 60W, 30W 3-pin Euroblock 92 dB 44 Aluminum

 � Multi-speaker column speakers
 � 4 or 8 full-range, speech-enhanced speakers
 � 2½" or 3" paper coated speakers
 � Integrated ¾" tweeter(s) on CS-43 and CS-83 models
 � Aluminum enclosure for heavy-duty installations
 � Sturdy aluminum main grille

 � 100V operation through built-in transformer
 � Discrete, low-profile design
 � Wide frequency responses
 � High sound pressure levels
 � Ideal for commercial installations
 � Off-white finish
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HS-50
Long-throw Horn Speaker

Perfectly clear audio over long distances and through harsh weather can be a reality. Asystems' HS series of horn 
loudspeakers are the ultimate in industrial sound. Ideal for accurate reproduction of both speech and alarm audio, the 
Asystems HS speakers are equipped with 100V transformers with numerous wiring options that determine wattage. This 
allows any number of speakers to run off a 100V distributed line at varying power ratings. Asystems horn speakers feature 
an industrial-grade ABS and aluminum construction that is both impact resistant and weatherproof. Each unit has a built-
in cable for quick and easy installation in any number of commercial setups. A sturdy u-bracket with a 180 degree rotating 
range is included with each model, making the HS speakers perfect for all manners of indoor and outdoor commercial 
installations.

The Asystems PS series of sound projectors are both compact and stylish 
made of high impact ABS or solid aluminum. Both weather proof- and UV-
proof, the systems offer a U bracket for versatile installations. Each sound 
projector speaker offers high output levels with clear audio with extra 
wide frequency responses. Designed specially to cut through the noise of 
every day life, PS series sound projectors can be installed in commercial 
buildings, business centers, indoor and outdoor recreation facilities, 
schools and education institutes, and airport and bus stations. They're ideal 
for music production, voice paging and emergency alert systems.

 � Perfect for emergency paging systems and alarms
 � Completely weather-proof with IP ratings of 65
 � ABS plastic or aluminum construction for extra durability
 � Rustproof coated u-bracket for flexible positioning

HS-30
Powerful Horn Speaker

PS-30
Powerful Sound Projector

PS-50
Compact Sound Projector

PS-311
Dual Compact Sound Projector

HORN SPEAKERS

SOUND PROJECTORS

Woofer Tweeter 100V (set by wiring) Max. SPL Bracket Material IP Rating

HS-30 - Compression 30W, 15W 105 dB U Aluminum 56

HS-50 6½” - 50W, 30W, 15W 99 dB U ABS 65

Woofer Dual Cone 100V (set by wiring) 8Ω bypass Max. SPL Bracket Material IP Rating

PS-30 3½” No 30W, 15W, 7.5W, 3.8W Yes 96 dB U ABS 55

PS-50 5¼” No 20W, 10W, 5W No 92 dB U ABS 56

PS-311 5¼” Yes 20W, 10W, 5W No 92 dB U Aluminum 55

 � Integrated cable for easy installation
 � Power output determined by wiring
 � High sound pressure levels

 � Perfect for music reproduction, paging 
and emergency alert systems

 � Solid ABS or aluminum construction 
makes the speakers extra sturdy

 � Rustproof bracket for flexible positioning 
both indoor and out

 � 100V transformers with different 
operating modes depending on wiring

 � Wide dispersion angles
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For discrete outdoor systems, Asystems 
introduces the ROCK white grani te 
commerc ia l  speaker .  The modes t , 
lowprofile speaker offers up to 40W of 
power (maximum) through your existing 
70V/100V system. Able to blend into 
most outdoor areas, the ROCK speakers 
offer 6½" full-range speakers offer wide 
frequency responses and are able to 
push audio out at high sound pressure 
levels. The integrated transformer allows 
integration into 100V and 70V distributed 
l ine systems al lowing a number of 
speakers to be used without any added 
pressure to your system. Asystems' ROCK 
speakers. Weather resistant and extremely 
durable, the ROCK speakers are perfect 
for playgrounds, college campuses, public 
squares and gardens.

 � High performance discrete outdoor audio
 � Full-range 6½" cloth polypropylene woofer
 � 20W rated power, 40W max power
 � For use in 70V/100V systems

ROCK SPEAKER

Woofer 
Size

Input 
Voltage

Dynamic 
Power

Sensitivity 
1W/1m

Frequency 
Response

ROCK10 6½” 70V/100V 20W 93 dB 100 - 16 KHz

 � Gray granite appearance
 � Organic resin construction
 � Strong aluminum grille
 � All-weather durability (IPX6)

Asystems introduces the SPH series of spherical features consisting of the SPH-5T and SPH-8T. Both models in the series 
offer wide frequency responses as well as high sound pressure levels even at relatively low wattages. The integrated 
transformer allows integration into 100V and 70V distributed line systems allowing a number of speakers to be used 
without straining your amplifier or budget. Asystems' SPH series sphere speakers can be installed in commercial centers, 
indoor and outdoor recreation facilities, educational institutes, gas stations, and airport and bus terminals. Weather resistant 
and extremely durable, the SPH series of Sphere Suspension Speakers provide clear crisp sound in attractive, low profile 
designs.

 � Full-range spherical speaker with paper cone
 � 5" and 8" versions available
 � 10 or 20 Watt rated power
 � 100V operation through built-in transformer
 � Ideal for paging and background music
 � Attractive yet discrete design
 � Wide frequency responses

SPH-5T
5" Suspended Sphere Loudspeaker

SPH-8T
8" Suspended Sphere Loudspeaker

SPHERE SPEAKERS

Woofer Design Rated Power RMS Line Voltage Max. SPL Frequency Response IP Rating

SPH-5T 5” Sphere 10W 100V 92 dB 150 - 15 KHz 55

SPH-8T 8” Sphere 20W 100V 92 dB 80 - 18 KHz 55

 � High sound pressure levels
 � Ideal for commercial installations
 � IP55 protection against water and dust
 � Ideal for indoor and outdoor user
 � ABS plastic construction
 � IP55 weather-proof rating
 � Off-white finish
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When you need speakers that perform while still matching your slick, modern interiors, look no further than the all-new Asystems 
CA series of commercial surface mount speakers. These stylish new speakers can integrate into any commercial 70V/100V 
distributed line system and can easily be installed through the included U-bracket mounting system. Available in 6" and 8" 
varieties, the CA series offers high sound pressure levels from relatively low wattages. The speakers enclosures are constructed 
of high impact polystyrene with a heavy-duty steel grille. Their IP44 rating makes them also ideal for outdoor use allowing the CA 
speakers to be installed in schools, playgrounds, retail outlets, restaurants and corporate environments.

The SD6A from Asystems offers a completely integrated system in a compact 
speaker. Offering a 6½" 2-way speaker matched with a 30 Watt amplifier, this 
active speaker offers high volume output from its compact enclosure. Input 
is achieved by RCA inputs, 1/4" phone jack and 3-pin euroblock connectors, 
offering versatile input possibilities that allow integration into existing setups. Built 
into a high-impact ABS enclosure the SD6A is perfect for permanent installations 
where a sturdy speaker is necessary including community halls, bars, houses of 
worship and any small to medium sized crowds. 

 � High performance audio
 � 2-Way speaker systems
 � 6" or 8" woofer matched with 1" tweeter
 � High rated power output making for high SPL
 � For use in 70V/100V systems

 � High performance audio
 � 2-Way speaker system
 � 6½" woofer matched with 1" tweeter
 � Integrated 2 x 30 Watt amplifier
 � Stereo RCA aux inputs and mix outputs
 � Integrated Bluetooth connectivity
 � Wide frequency response
 � Sturdy ABS plastic construction
 � Universal power supply

CA-6T
6" 2-Way Surface Mount Speaker

SD6A
2-Way 6½" Active Speaker

CA-8T
8" 2-Way Surface Mount Speaker

SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS

ACTIVE SPEAKER

Woofer Tweeter Power Taps Bypass Rated Power RMS Sensitivity

CA-6T 6” 1"
100V: 60W, 30W, 15W, 7.5W

70V: 60W, 30W, 15W, 7.5W, 3.75W
8Ω 60W 90 dB

CA-8T 8” 1"
100V: 80W, 40W, 20W, 10W

70V: 80W, 40W, 20W, 10W, 5W
8Ω 80W 90 dB

Woofer Tweeter Dynamic Power Mounting Connections

SD6A 6½” 1" 2 x 30W U-Bracket
RCA, 1/4" TRS, 

Euroblock

 � Different operating wattages sleeted by switch
 � 8 ohm bypass available
 � High impact ABS construction
 � Strong steel grille
 � IP44 rating, ideal for indoor and outdoor use
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